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Tapinarof clears psoriasis 
durably
New long-term PSOARING 3 data 
on tapinarof found a high rate of 
complete disease clearance and a 
lasting response up to 52 weeks in 
patients with psoriasis. Following 
discontinuation, remittive effect 
lasted 4 months. 

Long-term disease control 
in AD  
Read updates on existing thera-
pies for atopic dermatitis as well 
as investigational agents, such as 
lebrikizumab and nemolizumab, 
and entirely new targets, such as 
OX40.

BRAVE new world for 
alopecia areata?  
The BRAVE-AA1 and BRAVE-AA2 
trials showed that Janus kinase 
1/2 inhibitor baricitinib led to re-
markable hair regrowth in a third 
of patients at week 36, while being 
well-tolerated with mostly mild-
to-moderate adverse events. 
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Dear reader,

The EADV 2021 was a congress of innovations in inflammatory 
skin diseases.

In psoriasis, an aryl hydrocarbon receptor agonist and a PDE4 
inhibitor showed high efficacy and safety in clinical trials. 
Deucavacitinib is a TYK2 inhibitor with excellent efficacy and 
safety. Bimikizumab is an IL-17A and F antibody  with superb 
efficacy and safety.
 The treatment of atopic dermatitis  has been revolutionised 
by new biologics and small molecules. The positioning of these 
innovations in the treatment in real practice is discussed in 
various presentations.
 The innovations in psoriasis and atopic dermatitis are also 
developing the treatment of vitiligo, hidradenitis chronica 
suppurativa, and alopecia areata.
 Insights into the pathogenesis of these diseases are 
accompanied by development of pathogenesis-based 
treatments.
 In inflammatory skin diseases, it is realised that these 
diseases are multifactorial and that patients may differ 
from each other by an individual treatment responsiveness 
and unresponsiveness. Current research is focussing on 
understanding these differences in terms of biomarkers. 

In this report, major treatment  innovations are highlighted. 
The impact of these developments in real-world evidence 
studies is expected to follow at future congresses.

Best Regards,
Peter CM van de Kerkhof

Letter from the Editor

CONFERENCE REPORT - EADV 2021
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Late-Breaking News
Targeting OX40 in the treatment of atopic 
dermatitis meets expectations 
Amlitelimab, an agent in a novel drug class, has exhibited 
promise in the treatment of atopic dermatitis (AD). Not 
only were the co-primary endpoints of the phase 2a study 
met, but the lasting response maintenance after the last 
drug intake might indicate the possibility of extended 
dosing regimens 

A randomised, controlled, parallel-group, phase 2a trial 
(NCT03754309) investigated the non-depleting anti-OX40 
ligand antibody amlitelimab for the treatment of moderate-
to-severe AD [1]. “By blocking the interaction of antigen-
presenting cells and T cells rather high up in the immune 
cascade, amlitelimab has the benefit of impacting not only 
type 2 pathways but also other immune axes, in particular 
Th17, Th22, and Th1 pathways, that have all been implicated 
in AD in particular in chronic-lesional stages,” Prof. Stephan 
Weidinger (University Hospital Schleswig-Holstein, Germany) 
explained the special features of the study drug. The current 
study defined the number of treatment-emergent adverse 
events (AE) and efficacy as determined by % change from 
baseline in the Eczema Area and Severity Index (EASI) score 
at week 16 as co-primary endpoints.

The 88 treated adult participants with AD were all withdrawn 
from their topical medication, including corticosteroids, 
14 days before baseline. They were randomised to either 
amlitelimab high dose (i.e. 500 mg loading/250 mg every 4 
weeks), low dose (i.e. 200 mg loading/100 mg every 4 weeks), 
or placebo. “In patients who achieved an Investigator’s Global 
Assessment (IGA) of 0/1 [representing clear or almost clear 
skin] at week 16, in addition to safety, efficacy measures 
were taken to investigate the durability of response,” Prof. 
Weidinger pointed out.

The mean proportion of affected body surface area was 
around 50% and the mean EASI score was about 30. The 
safety endpoint was met, as the rate of treatment-emergent 
AEs was similar between active arms and placebo. “When 
AEs are ranked in system organ class by frequency, it is not 
surprising to see infections as the most frequently reported 
events. There was no meaningful imbalance between 

amlitelimab and placebo, and the most commonly seen 
events were nasopharyngitis, folliculitis, and upper respiratory 
tract infections,” stated Prof. Weidinger.

Durable response for several months without treatment
As for efficacy in terms of percentage EASI change from 
baseline, the onset of action was apparent as early as day 15 
and continued to increase. “Even with rather strong placebo 
responses, both doses were statistically significantly superior 
over placebo at week 12, when the last dose was applied, and 
amlitelimab low dose also demonstrated superiority at week 
16, so 4 weeks after the last dose,” Prof. Weidinger stressed. The 
proportions of patients with a clinically meaningful ≥4-point itch 
reduction in the numeric rating scale were 57.9% (low dose) and 
62.5% (high dose) compared with 38.1% in the placebo group. 
Furthermore, the results for achieving IGA 0/1 were significantly 
greater for both high-dose and low-dose amlitelimab compared 
with placebo at days 57, 85, and 113 (P<0.001 for all timepoints). 
“Interestingly, in around 70% of patients, this excellent response 
was maintained over time until day 253, so it was maintained 
for several months without treatment. This could indicate a long 
and sustained response following the last dose, opening up the 
opportunity of extended dosing,” Prof. Weidinger remarked.

He summarised that the novel, non-depleting, anti-OX40 
ligand monoclonal antibody amlitelimab demonstrated 
robust efficacy in the treatment of moderate-to-severe AD 
with an acceptable and unremarkable safety profile. A phase 
2b dose-ranging study is being planned.

1. Weidinger S. A phase 2a study of KY1005, a novel non-depleting anti-OX40 ligand 
(OX40L) mAb in patients with moderate to severe AD. D1T01.3A, EADV Congress 
2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

Superior EASI scores after switch from 
dupilumab to upadacitinib
Adults with moderate-to-severe atopic dermatitis (AD) 
demonstrated relevant improvements after switching 
from dupilumab to upadacitinib in an open-label, 
extension trial of the Heads Up trial. No new safety 
signals have been reported in the extension trial.

“Upadacitinib is an oral, once-daily Janus kinase (JAK) 
inhibitor with greater potency for inhibiting JAK1 compared 
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with JAK2, JAK3, and tyrosine kinase (TYK)2. It is approved 
by the European Commission for the treatment of adults and 
adolescents with moderate-to-severe AD and is under review 
by the FDA for this indication,” said Prof. Andrew Blauvelt 
(Oregon Medical Research Center, OR, USA) [1]. Following 
the Heads Up trial (NCT03738397), an open-label extension 
(OLE) study (NCT04195698) evaluated the long-term safety 
and efficacy of switching from dupilumab to upadacitinib in 
patients with moderate-to-severe AD. The initial Heads Up 
trial was a 24-week, head-to-head, phase 3b investigation that 
demonstrated superiority of upadacitinib over dupilumab not 
only in the primary but also in all ranked secondary endpoints 
[2]. After week 24, patients who had been in the upadacitinib 
30 mg arm continued their treatment in the extension trial, 
while subjects in the former dupilumab 300 mg group were 
switched to 30 mg upadacitinib up to week 52 [1]. Prof. 
Blauvelt presented the results of the current interim analysis 
at week 16.

Of a total of 484 participants in the extension study, 245 
switched from dupilumab to upadacitinib, the others were 
continuously treated with upadacitinib. In Heads Up, the 
mean Eczema Area and Severity Index (EASI) score and body 
surface area were around 30% and 46%, respectively, while 
the matching values in the extension trial were about 3% and 
6% as patients had already received therapy.

Focusing on the OLE interim results, Prof. Blauvelt stated 
that those who switched to upadacitinib showed a very clear 
improvement. The rate of switched participants with EASI 
100 increased from 16% in Heads Up to 42.4% in the OLE 
study, EASI 90 from 66.4% to 87.7%, and EASI 75 from 85.7% 
to 96.6%, respectively. Furthermore, itch improvement ≥4 on 
the Worst Pruritus-Numerical Rating Scale also ameliorated 
markedly.

Treatment-emergent adverse events were assessed through 
week 40 (at week 16 of the extension study). “We see that 
the rate of adverse events remained fairly stable over time; 
they are a little higher in patients who stayed on continuous 
upadacitinib,” Prof. Blauvelt said. However, he also reported 1 
death from tuberculosis in the upadacitinib group. “Looking at 
the side effects of interest for a JAK inhibitor, you see a fairly 
consistent profile with what we are used to with upadacitinib 
and other JAK inhibitors,” he further elaborated.

“We are showing here that switching from dupilumab to 
upadacitinib results in significant improvements and in 

higher levels of efficacy than we see with dupilumab alone,” 
Prof. Blauvelt summarised.

1. Blauvelt A. Efficacy and safety of switching from dupilumab to upadacitinib in 
moderate-to-severe atopic dermatitis: Results from an open-label extension trial. 
D1T01.3B, EADV Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

CSU: Novel agent targeting Bruton’s tyrosine 
kinase leads to disease control
Remibrutinib, an oral Bruton’s tyrosine kinase (BTK) 
inhibitor, showed a fast onset of action with marked and 
maintained reduction of chronic spontaneous urticaria 
(CSU) disease activity. A considerable rate of participants 
in a phase 2b study achieved disease control without 
raising safety concerns.

“Despite treatment options such as antihistamines and 
omalizumab, an anti-IgE, there are still a lot of patients who 
need better treatment of CSU to achieve complete control,” 
explained Prof. Marcus Maurer (Charité University Hospital, 
Germany) [1]. Prof. Maurer presented results of a phase 2b 
study (NCT03926611) assessing remibrutinib as a novel, 
selective, oral BTK inhibitor. The study enrolled 311 adult 
patients with CSU. All participants suffered from CSU for at 
least 6 months, which was uncontrolled despite antihistamine 
treatment, and presented at baseline with an Urticaria 
Activity Score (UAS7) of ≥16 points. The dose-finding trial 
evaluated placebo versus 6 different dosages of remibrutinib, 
ranging from 10 mg once daily to 100 mg twice daily. The 
primary endpoint was defined as change from baseline UAS7 
at week 4. Key secondary endpoints included UAS7 change 
at week 12, UAS7=0 response over time, as well as safety 
and tolerability. “The key features and demographics were by 
and large evenly distributed,” stated Prof. Maurer. The mean 
duration of CSU was almost 5 years.

At the 4-week assessment, a clear dose-response relationship 
was seen in all study arms. “More importantly, for all of 
these different doses used, we saw an effect with a marked 
reduction in disease activity measured by UAS7 as compared 
with placebo,” Prof. Maurer stressed. Looking at the changes 
over 12 weeks, there was an early onset of later maintained 
disease activity reduction in weeks 1 and 2 with least square 
mean changes in the different remibrutinib arms between 
-15.3 and -20.2 compared with -7.9 on placebo. “Half of the 
patients who were treated with remibrutinib oral treatment 
achieved a marked reduction in their disease activity at the 
end, reflecting mild disease or well-controlled disease, so 
a very encouraging result for this oral BTK inhibitor,” Prof. 
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Maurer elaborated. In terms of safety, the drug was well-
tolerated and showed no apparent dose-dependent adverse 
effects.

1. Maurer M. The Bruton’s tyrosine kinase inhibitor remibrutinib (LOU064) in chronic 
spontaneous urticaria: Top-line results of a phase 2b dose-finding study. D1T01.3C, 
EADV Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

Novel JAK3/TEC blocker leads to maintained 
re-pigmentation in vitiligo
Current treatment modalities of vitiligo are limited and 
insufficiently efficacious. Results of a phase 2b study 
demonstrated the efficacy of oral treatment with the 
JAK3/TEC inhibitor ritlecitinib in non-segmental vitiligo. 
At week 48, almost a third of patients achieved a re-
pigmentation in the face by 75%.

The chronic autoimmune disease vitiligo targets melano-
cytes, resulting in patches of skin depigmentation [1]. 
Ritlecitinib is a selective inhibitor of the JAK3 and TEC 
kinase family. Prof. Khaled Ezzedine (University Hospital 
Henri Mondor, France) reported first results of the double-
blind, randomised, placebo-controlled, 24-week period of a 
phase 2b study (NCT03715829) on ritlecitinib in 366 patients 
with active, non-segmental vitiligo [2]. The first 24 weeks 
of the study was a dose-ranging phase in which 5 doses of 
ritlecitinib were tested (from 10 to 50 mg) with or without 
induction (100 mg or 200 mg daily for 4 weeks). In the 
following maintenance phase, all participants will be treated 
with 50 mg ritlecitinib. 

The primary endpoint was the change from baseline in the 
Vitiligo Area Scoring Index in the face (F-VASI) at week 24. 
Several secondary endpoints were assessed, including the 
proportion of patients achieving ≥75% improvement in the 
F-VASI and safety and tolerability. A total of 364 patients 
were treated; 68% of them White.

At week 24, ritlecitinib in the highest dose of 50 mg daily 
with or without induction met the primary endpoint. The 
percentage change from baseline ranged from -21 to -23 in 
the F-VASI among these 3 treatment groups. Moreover, ≥75% 
improvement in F-VASI ranged from 8 to 12% in these groups 
(P<0.05 for each group). “We noticed that the treatment effect 
was much larger during the following extension period than 
in the dose-ranging period,” Prof. Ezzedine said. At week 48, 
around 30% of participants achieved an F-VASI 75 response. 
The percentage change from baseline in F-VASI ranged from 
-60 to -66.

The high efficacy was also reflected in the patient´s perception: 
the proportion of patients who were “much improved” or “very 
much improved” in the patient global impression of change 
scale increased from week 24 to week 48 in all treatment 
sequences with a range from 10.7% to 57.9%.

A total of 756 adverse events were observed. The proportion 
was similar across treatment groups. Treatment was 
discontinued by 19 participants. Prof. Ezzedine concluded 
that ritlecitinib was effective and well-tolerated in patients with 
vitiligo who received continuous treatment for up to 48 weeks.

1. Taieb A, Picardo M. N Engl J Med. 2009;360:160–169.
2. Ezzedine K. Efficacy and safety of the oral Janus kinase 3/TEC inhibitor ritlecitinib 

(PF-06651600) in adults with active non-segmental vitiligo: results from a phase 
2b, randomized, dose-ranging study with an extension period. D1T01.4B, EADV 
Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

TYK2 inhibitor deucravacitinib shows 
impressive long-term response in psoriasis
The once-daily, selective tyrosine kinase 2 (TYK2) inhibitor 
deucravacitinib demonstrated long-term efficacy in 
psoriasis through week 52 in the phase 3 POETYK PSO-
1 and POETYK PSO-2 trials. The results of a withdrawal 
analysis showed that almost a third of patients who 
switched to placebo at week 24 still maintained a PASI 
75 at 52 weeks.

The small molecule deucravacitinib selectively inhibits TYK2 via 
an allosteric mechanism by uniquely binding to the regulatory 
domain rather than to the more conserved active domain 
where Janus kinase (JAK)1/2/3 inhibitors bind (see Figure). 
This unique binding provides high functional selectivity for 
TYK2, which might have advantages regarding tolerability [1]. 

Figure: Deucravacitinib binds at the regulatory domain of TYK2 in contrast 
to other kinase inhibitors [1]

TYK2
Regulatory

domain
Catalytic
domain

Deucravacitinib
(allosteric inhibitor) 

ATP-binding
active site

(other kinase
inhibitors) 

ATP, adenosinetriphosphate; TYK2, tyrosine kinase 2.

 
In the 2 global, phase 3 studies, POETYK PSO-1 
(NCT03624127) and POETYK PSO-2 (NCT03611751), 
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deucravacitinib was significantly more efficacious than 
placebo and apremilast based on the coprimary endpoint of 
Psoriasis Area and Severity Index improvement by 75% (PASI 
75) and static Physician’s Global Assessment scale clear or 
almost clear skin (sPGA 0/1) at week 16 [2]. Both studies 
included patients with moderate-to-severe psoriasis. 

To evaluate the long-term efficacy of deucravacitinib, all 
666 participants in the PSO-1 study were switched after 
the double-blind phase (at week 16) from placebo to 
deucravacitinib and treated until week 52. Assessed were the 
maintenance of efficacy on continued treatment or switch 
from placebo to deucravacitinib at week 16 and durability 
of response through week 52 [3]. Responses achieved 
at week 16 were maintained to week 52 in patients who 
received continuous deucravacitinib treatment. “Patients 
showed a good maintenance of response,” Prof. Richard 
Warren (University of Manchester, UK) explained. A PASI 90 
response was achieved by 35.5% of patients at week 16 and 
44.0% at week 52. Similarly, the sPGA 0/1 results of week 16 
(53.6%) were maintained through 52 weeks (52.7%). Patients 
who switched from placebo to deucravacitinib at week 16 
achieved comparable PASI 75 and sPGA 0/1 responses 
to those observed in patients who received continuous 
deucravacitinib treatment. The agent also showed good 
efficacy in scalp psoriasis. At the end of the PSO-1 study, 
more than 40% of patients achieved a quality of life that was 
no longer impaired by the disease. 

In the PSO-2 trial (n=1,020), PASI 75 responders at week 24 
were either re-randomised to deucravacitinib and treated until 
week 52, or re-randomised to placebo for a random withdrawal 
analysis. PASI 75 and sPGA 0/1 responses were also 
maintained on continuous treatment through week 52 in most 
patients. “In the random withdrawal analysis, we detected an 
impressive maintenance of response,” Prof. Warren said. Of 
the patients who switched from deucravacitinib to placebo at 
week 24, 31.3% showed a PASI 75 response at 52 weeks. The 
median time to loss of PASI 75 response was 12 weeks.

Thus, deucravacitinib, a once-daily oral drug, has the potential 
to become an efficacious and well-tolerated treatment choice 
with long-lasting effects for patients with moderate-to-severe 
psoriasis.

1. Chimalakonda A, et al. Dermatol Ther. 2021;11:1763–1776.
2. Armstrong A, et al. Ann Rheum Dis. 2021;80 (suppl 1):795–796.
3. Warren RB. Deucravacitinib, an oral, selective tyrosine kinase 2 inhibitor, in moderate 

to severe plaque psoriasis: 52-week efficacy results from the phase 3 POETYK PSO-1 
and POETYK PSO-2 trials. D1T01.4C, EADV Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

Tapinarof cream for psoriasis leads to high 
clearance rates and remittive effect
A long-term assessment of topical tapinarof in the 
PSOARING 3 trail found a high rate of complete disease 
clearance as well as a lasting response up to 52 weeks in 
patients with psoriasis. After suspension of the psoriasis 
treatment, a remittive effect of the drug was observed 
for nearly 4 months. 

“Tapinarof is a novel therapeutic aryl hydrocarbon receptor-
modulating agent in development for the treatment of 
psoriasis and atopic dermatitis,” Dr Linda Stein Gold (Henry 
Ford Health System, MI, USA) introduced the first-in-class, 
non-steroidal agent [1]. PSOARING 3 (NCT04053387) is a 
long-term extension trial of 2 randomised-controlled, phase 3 
trials (NCT03956355 and NCT03983980) in which tapinarof 
1% cream demonstrated favourable outcomes in terms of 
efficacy and safety in treating adults with mild-to-severe 
psoriasis [1,2]. The results of an earlier phase 2b trial were 
indicative of a possible remittive effect of tapinarof [3]. Thus, 
in addition to evaluating efficacy and safety, the current 
extension study aimed at exploring the durability of the 
treatment response.

Most participants from the active and vehicle groups of the 
phase 3 studies were included in PSOARING 3. Thus, the trial 
included 763 adult psoriasis patients who received up to 40 
weeks of open-label tapinarof therapy with 4 consecutive 
weeks of follow-up without treatment. Depending on the 
scores of Physician’s Global Assessment (PGA), different 
treatment regimens were applied. Participants entering with 
a PGA ≥1 were treated with tapinarof until PGA of 0 was 
achieved, and treatment discontinued thereafter. Patients 
who were disease-free at baseline (defined as a PGA score of 
0) were kept off tapinarof and monitored. For all participants, 
treatment was re-administered until complete disease 
clearance when the PGA reached at least 2.

The study population had a mean age of 50.7 years and 41.3% 
were women. As may be expected, there were substantial 
differences in PGA status between patients who partook in 
the tapinarof groups of the phase 3 trial versus those who 
had been randomised to the vehicle. All in all, 10.4% entered 
the study with a PGA of 0 and 21.1% with a PGA of 1.

The results showed a disease clearance with a PGA of 0 in 
40.9% of participants at least once during the study. Of those 
who presented with a PGA ≥2 at the beginning of the trial, 
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58.2% achieved PGA 0/1. Interestingly, for subjects entering 
the trial at PGA=0, the median time to first worsening 
while off treatment was 115 days. The remittive effect was 
approximately 4 months (130 days) for all participants who 
started PSOARING 3 with PGA=0 or achieved complete 
clearance during the trial (see Figure). “No loss of response 
on therapy was demonstrated for up to 52 weeks with 
intermittent use of tapinarof 1% once daily, indicating no 
tachyphylaxis across groups based on the proportion of 
patients achieving a PGA score of 0/1,” Dr Stein Gold stated.

Figure: Time to first worsening for those entering the trial with complete 
disease clearance [1]
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The safety profile of long-term tapinarof treatment did not 
reveal any new signals. “Incidence and severity of folliculitis 
and contact dermatitis were mild or moderate and were 
neither increased nor worsened with long-term treatment,” Dr 
Stein Gold pointed out. “Tapinarof has the potential to offer 
important benefits in the topical treatment of psoriasis,” she 
concluded.

1. Stein Gold L. Tapinarof cream 1% once daily for plaque psoriasis: a long-term 
extension trial of a novel therapeutic aryl hydrocarbon receptor modulating agent. 
D1T01.4D, EADV Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

2. Lebwohl M, et al. Skin. 2020;4:s75.
3. Robbins K, et al. J Am Acad Dermatol. 2019;80(3):714–721.

CSU: Ligelizumab likely safe and effective for 
adolescents 
Ligelizumab as a treatment for adolescents with chronic 
spontaneous urticaria (CSU) insufficiently controlled 
with antihistamines did not raise new safety concerns 
in a phase 2b study. The small study found an exposure-
response relationship consistent with that of adults. 

“Ligelizumab is a next-generation, high-affinity, humanised, 
monoclonal anti-IgE antibody, which results in rapid, strong, 
and sustained symptom control in adult patients,” Prof. Bülent 
Şekerel (Hacettepe University, Turkey) said in his introduction 
[1]. In adults, the agent led to a high rate of complete CSU 
control that was superior to omalizumab and placebo [2].

The current international, randomised-controlled study 
(NCT03437278) investigated ligelizumab in a dose-finding 
phase 2b trial. Patients ≥12 and <18 years of age were 
randomised to placebo or ligelizumab (24 mg or 120 mg, 
every 4 weeks) over 24 weeks and a follow-up until week 40. 
Participants in the placebo arm were switched to 120 mg of 
ligelizumab at week 12. The focus of the trial was on safety, 
pharmacokinetics, the exposure-response relationship, and 
the efficacy profile. However, with 49 adolescents entering the 
study, there was no sufficient power to determine differences 
between treatment arms.

Baseline data included a mean age of 14.8 years, 57.1% 
women, and a mean bodyweight of 61.0 kg. The participants 
suffered from CSU for an average of nearly 3 years and had 
all been refractory to H1-antihistamines. Treatment with 
120 mg of ligelizumab was numerically superior to placebo. 
Moreover, the rate of patients with complete response, 
equalling a weekly Urticaria Activity Score (UAS) of 0, was 
greatest with the higher dose of the active drug and reached 
61.5% at week 24. “After accounting for a bodyweight effect 
on clearance and other parameters, no additional age 
effect could be detected,” explained Prof. Şekerel. Thus, the 
clearance of ligelizumab was influenced by body weight but 
not by age.

“Ligelizumab was well tolerated and no new safety signals 
were observed at any dose in the adolescent patients,” Prof. 
Şekerel pointed out. Overall, 77.6% of patients experienced at 
least 1 adverse event. Most common were nasopharyngitis 
and headache. Two serious adverse events were reported; 
both were not linked to the study drug.

“In conclusion, in this study, ligelizumab exhibited an 
efficacy profile in adolescent patients with CSU consistent 
with that known in adults and the similarity in ligelizumab 
pharmacokinetics and model-estimated potency may 
support the use of the same dose for treatment for CSU in 
both adolescents and adults,” Prof. Şekerel summarised. 
The phase 3 PEARL1 (NCT03580356) and PEARL2 
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(NCT03580369) studies will further evaluate ligelizumab’s 
efficacy.

1. Şekerel BE. Efficacy, safety and pharmacokinetics of ligelizumab: Results from 
a dedicated Phase 2b study in adolescent patients with chronic spontaneous 
urticarial. D3T01.1A, EADV Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

2. Maurer M, et al. N Engl J Med. 2019 Oct 3;381(14):1321-1332. 

Long-term disease control in AD could be in 
reach with anti-OX40 antibody KHK4083 
KHK4083 demonstrated great potential for the treatment 
of atopic dermatitis (AD). It not only induced significant 
reductions in Eczema Area and Severity Index (EASI) 
scores but also showed considerable maintenance of 
efficacy over 20 weeks in a recent phase 2 trial.

“Activation of Th2 and other T-cell subsets is central in AD and 
the OX40-OX40 ligand axis plays a critical role in long-lasting 
T-cell responses,” explained Prof. Emma Guttman-Yassky (Icahn 
School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, NY, USA) [1]. A multicentre, 
randomised-controlled, phase 2 study (NCT03703102) was 
designed to evaluate the efficacy and safety of different 
doses of the anti-OX40 monoclonal antibody KHK4083 in 
adult patients with moderate-to-severe AD. Enrolled were 273 
patients, all presenting with EASI ≥16, Investigator’s Global 
Assessment (IGA) ≥3, involved body surface area ≥10%, and 
prior failure of topical medications. The mean age of the 
participants was 38 years and 41.4% were women.

The dosing of KHK4083 in the 4 primary active study drug 
arms was 300 mg or 600 mg subcutaneously administered 
every 2 weeks or 150 mg or 600 mg every 4 weeks. The first 
phase of the study continued up to week 18 with the last 
drug administration at week 16. Thereafter, patients in the 
placebo group were switched to 600 mg KHK4083 every 2 
weeks for the second half of the study until week 36. Further 
follow-up was performed every 4 weeks until week 56. The 
primary endpoint consisted of the change in EASI at week 
16. Reaching EASI 50, 75, 90, and IGA 0/1 were among the 
secondary endpoints. 

“KHK4083 was significantly superior to placebo in all 
groups, and the primary endpoint was met,” announced Prof. 
Guttman-Yassky. Reductions ranged from 48.3% (150 mg 
every 4 weeks) to 61.1% (300 mg every 2 weeks). In contrast, 
in the placebo group, the EASI score was reduced by 15.0%. 
EASI 75 responses rates at week 16 varied from 38.9% to 
53.8% versus 15.01% under placebo. These values continued 
to improve until week 36 with EASI 75 in 51.9% to 63.5% of 

patients on KHK4083 from the start and 35.1% in the former 
placebo group after switching. Also at week 16, 53.8% in the 
300 mg every 2 weeks arm achieved EASI 90.

Similar trends were seen for IGA 0/1 with a ≥2-point reduction 
from baseline and also a ≥4-point reduction on the pruritus 
numerical rating scale (see Figure). “An important feature 
and maybe a unique feature of this drug is the durability of 
response,” Prof. Guttman-Yassky emphasised, highlighting 
that in both high-dose arms (i.e. 600 mg and 300 mg every 
2 weeks) around 90% of patients maintained EASI 75 for 20 
weeks after discontinuation of the study drug.

Figure: Proportions of patients who achieved an IGA score of 0/1 and a 
reduction of ≥2 points from baseline [1]
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Treatment-emergent adverse events were experienced 
by 81% of the participants on an active drug regimen and 
71.9% on placebo. The most common events were pyrexia, 
nasopharyngitis, worsening of AD, and chills. The severity 
of pyrexia and chills was mostly mild to moderate. No 
hypersensitivity reactions or deaths were reported.

Prof. Guttman-Yassky concluded that “KHK4083 may thus be 
a novel treatment option for patients with AD that need long-
term disease control.”

1. Guttman-Yassky E. Efficacy and safety results of KHK4083/AMG 451 (anti-OX40 
mAb) in subjects with moderate to severe atopic dermatitis: a phase 2, multicentre, 
randomized, double-blind, parallel-group, placebo-controlled study. D3T01.1B, 
EADV Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

Opioid receptor agonist difelikefalin 
disappoints in AD
Significant itch reduction was achieved with difelikefalin 
only in those patients with atopic dermatitis (AD) having 
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an itch-dominant phenotype. However, the phase 2 KARE 
trial failed to meet its primary endpoint in the whole 
study population of mild-to-moderate AD patients.

Difelikefalin is in development for the treatment of pruritus 
in chronic diseases [1]. The selective kappa-opioid receptor 
agonist has recently been granted FDA approval for the 
reduction of itch in haemodialysis patients.

The phase 2 KARE trial (NCT04018027) enrolled just above 
400 patients to assess difelikefalin for itch in AD over 12 
weeks of treatment [2]. The study design comprised 3 groups 
of different concentrations of difelikefalin (i.e. twice daily oral 
0.25 mg, 0.5 mg, or 1.0 mg) plus a matching placebo arm. 
Only emollient use was allowed, all other related medication 
was washed out. The primary endpoint was change in the 
weekly mean score of daily itch numeric rating scale (I-NRS). 
Furthermore, an analysis was planned of the subpopulation of 
patients with <10% of body surface area (BSA), representing 
those with an itch-dominant AD phenotype of the disease. 
“In terms of BSA or Eczema Area and Severity Index (EASI) 
score, we see numbers consistent with what would be mild-
to-moderate in this population,” explained Prof. Brian Kim 
(Washington University School of Medicine, MO, USA).

Although the highest dose of the study drug demonstrated 
a significant difference in efficacy at some timepoints 
during the trial, at 12 weeks none of the groups reached the 
primary endpoint. The itch dominant subgroup (BSA<10%) 
comprised 257 participants in whom the mean I-NRS at 
baseline was around 7.6 and Dermatology Life Quality Index 
about 11.7. “These patients may have milder disease based 
on objective disease criteria, but in terms of itch and quality 
of life they are more on the severe end of the disease,” Prof. 
Kim stated. For them, a significant improvement was found 
as of day 2 and the efficacy versus placebo was significant 
for all doses (P=0.039). The proportion that experienced a 
clinically meaningful improvement of ≥4 points in I-NRS was 
significantly greater over placebo in the 0.5 mg dosage arm.

As for safety, the most adverse events were mild to moderate 
with 2 serious adverse events, not adjudicated to the study 
drug. Most commonly reported was abdominal pain.

“These findings support the role of difelikefalin as an 
antipruritic agent that may be best suited for patients with 
itch-dominant AD, which needs to be studied much more in 
the near future,” Prof. Kim summarised.

1. Fishbane S, et al. N Engl J Med 2020;382(3):222–232.
2. Kim BS. Oral difelikefalin reduces pruritus in atopic dermatitis. D3T01.1D, EADV 

Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

Topical JAK1/JAK2 inhibitor effective in vitiligo
Ruxolitinib cream led to a 75% re-pigmentation in almost 
a third of patients in the phase 3 TRuE-V1 and TruE-V2 
trials. The topical Janus kinase (JAK)1/JAK2 inhibitor 
also led to improvement of vitiligo in difficult-to-treat 
areas such as the hands and was well tolerated.

“Despite a vitiligo prevalence of up to 1% of the world´s 
population, up to now, there are no approved treatments,” 
said Dr David Rosmarin (Tufts Medical Center Boston, 
MA, USA) [1]. In a phase 2 trial, a cream formulation of 
ruxolitinib, a JAK1/JAK2 inhibitor, demonstrated substantial 
re-pigmentation [2]. In the 2 current, 52-week, randomised, 
double-blind, phase 3 trials, the efficacy and safety of this 
treatment was assessed in adolescent (≥12 years) and adult 
patients with non-segmental vitiligo in centres in the United 
States and Europe [1]. Dr Rosmarin presented the 24-week 
results.

In the TRuE-V1 (NCT04052425) and TRuE-V2 (NCT04057573) 
studies, a total of 674 participants were randomly assigned 
to twice-daily treatment with a vehicle cream or a cream 
containing 1.5% ruxolitinib. The primary endpoint was the 
proportion of patients achieving ≥75% improvement in 
the Vitiligo Area Scoring Index in the face (F-VASI). After 
24 weeks, patients could continue in a 28-week treatment 
extension phase. Baseline characteristics were similar for 
both studies. 

At week 24, a 75% improvement in F-VASI was achieved by 
a significantly greater proportion of participants applying 
ruxolitinib cream versus vehicle. In the TRuE-V1 trial, 29.9% 
of participants treated with ruxolitinib compared with 
7.5% treated with the vehicle achieved this endpoint. The 
corresponding numbers in the TRuE-V2 trial were 29.9% and 
12.9%, respectively. Significant results were also observed 
for an improvement by 50% and by 90% at week 24. 

“All primary and secondary endpoints were met. The results 
were similar to the ones we have seen in our phase 2 study,” Dr 
Rosmarin commented. Ruxolitinib also showed good results 
in challenging-to-treat areas like the hands. “Ruxolitinib cream 
does not just improve the face but works on the whole body 
as well,” Dr Rosmarin said. Improvements were also noticed 
in patient-reported outcomes.
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Ruxolitinib was well tolerated. No clinically significant 
application site reactions or serious treatment-emergent 
adverse events were reported; the most common treatment-
emergent adverse events were acne and pruritus at the 
application site. “Important to know is that the plasma 
concentration with this local treatment was well below 
half the inhibitory concentration (IC50) for JAK2-mediated 
changes in the bone marrow,” Dr Rosmarin explained. There 
were also no clinically significant changes in haemoglobin or 
platelet levels.

“Re-pigmentation can take time. Thus, I look forward to the 
52-week results, which will hopefully show an even improved 
response from the week 24 results,” Dr Rosmarin said.

1. Rosmarin D. Efficacy and safety of ruxolitinib cream for the treatment of vitiligo: 
24-week results from 2 randomized, double-blind phase 3 studies. D3T01.2A, EADV 
Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

2. Rosmarin D, et al. Lancet. 2020;396:110-20.

Abrocitinib demonstrates fast itch control and 
skin clearance in atopic dermatitis
A head-to-head trial compared the efficacy of the Janus 
kinase (JAK) inhibitor abrocitinib with dupilumab in adult 
patients with moderate-to-severe atopic dermatitis (AD). 
Abrocitinib showed a faster treatment effect and might 
be the right treatment option for patients with severe 
pruritus. 

In AD, in previous years more and more targeted therapies 
were emerging. “Once we have more treatment options for a 
disease, it is really important to start doing head-to-head trials 
to know the characteristics of a drug,” said Prof. Kristian Reich 
(University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany) 
[1]. The JADE DARE trial was a 26-week, randomised, double-
blind, phase 3b trial (NCT04345367) that compared the JAK 
inhibitor abrocitinib in a high dose to the IL-4/IL-13 blocker 
dupilumab in the approved dose. Participants were adult 
patients with moderate-to-severe AD with an inadequate 
response to topical medication or requirement for systemic 
therapy to control the disease. The co-primary endpoints 
were proportion of patients achievinga clinically relevant 
improvement of peak pruritus of at least 4-points on the 
10-point numerical rating scale (PP-NRS4)at week 4?, and 
proportion of patients achieving an improvement of at least 
90% in the Eczema Area and Severity Index (EASI 90) at week 
4. Low-potency or medium-potency topical steroids (TCS) 
applied once daily to areas with active lesions were allowed 
from day 1.

Baseline characteristics were similar between both groups. At 
week 2, the PP-NRS4 response rate was significantly higher 
in the abrocitinib group compared with the dupilumab group 
(48.2% vs 25.5%; P<0.001). “The longer you wait, the more 
the 2 curves are overlapping, but the early effect is different,” 
Prof. Reich explained. After 16 weeks, both dupilumab and 
abrocitinib showed a similar PP-NRS4 response rate. “If you 
have a patient that is desperate because of itch and who 
cannot sleep at night, then a JAK inhibitor appears to be a 
very meaningful choice,” Prof. Reich commented.

At week 4, the EASI 90 response rate was 28.5% of patients 
treated with abrocitinib compared with 14.6% with dupilumab 
(P<0.001). “At week 16, you still see a clinically relevant 
difference between the 2 treatment modalities,” Prof. Reich 
said. At week 16, 54.3% of patients treated with abrocitinib 
and 41.9% of patients treated with dupilumab achieved an 
EASI 90 response (P<0.001). Later, patients treated with the 
biologic catch up, and there is no meaningful difference with 
regard to EASI 90 response and itch.

A few patients had serious treatment-emergent adverse 
event or events that led to study discontinuation. Nausea, 
headache, and acne were the most common adverse events 
reported by patients taking abrocitinib, and conjunctivitis 
was more frequent in the dupilumab group.

1. Reich K. Efficacy and safety of abrocitinib versus dupilumab in adults with 
moderate-to-severe atopic dermatitis who received background topical therapy 
in a 26-week, randomized, head-to-head trial. D3T01.2B, EADV Congress 2021, 29 
Sept–2 Oct.

AD patients with stable response fare well with 
a monthly dose of tralokinumab
A post-hoc analysis of the ECZTRA1 and 2 trials 
demonstrated that a longer dosing interval of 
tralokinumab can be chosen without loss of efficacy in 
patients that fulfil the criteria of a maintained stable 
response. Patients who achieved clear or almost 
clear skin with only mild or no itch symptoms over 4 
consecutive weeks did equally well with a 4-weekly 
compared with a 2-weekly dose interval.

The recommended initial dose of the IL-13 inhibitor 
tralokinumab for adult patients with moderate-to-severe 
atopic dermatitis (AD) is 600 mg followed by 300 mg 
administered every other week. It may be administered every 
4 weeks, although the efficacy might be lower according to 
the product information. “We were therefore interested to see 
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if we could identify potential early predictors of maintained 
response at week 52 with tralokinumab every 4 weeks versus 
every 2 weeks,” explained Prof. Stephan Weidinger (University 
of Kiel, Germany). The large dataset of the ECZTRA1 
(NCT03131648) and ECZTRA2 (NCT03160885) was used to 
run a post-hoc analysis to identify predictors of maintained 
response, defined as patients achieving clear or almost clear 
skin in the Investigator´s Global Assessment (IGA 0/1).

A machine-learning algorithm identified potential predictors 
for a maintained response, including baseline demographic 
and clinical characteristics, medical/medication history, 
efficacy after 16 weeks or earlier, and randomised treatment. 
Of 115 possible predictors, the top variables to predict IGA 
0/1 at week 52 were IGA 0/1 at week 16 and worst daily 
pruritus numerical rating scale (NRS) <3 at week 16. 

For participants that fulfilled the top predictors, the 2-weekly 
dose still performed numerically better. A similar result was 
seen when the 2 variables were combined. “Since we know 
that AD is a fluctuating disease, we then repeated this analysis 
for patients that had achieved both of these criteria but over a 
longer period, not just week 16,” Prof. Weidinger said.

To explore the stable disease component, they looked 
at patients that reported IGA 0/1 and itch NRS <3 over 
4 consecutive weeks (weeks 12–16). “With this more 
stringent criterium of early, good, and stable response, 
the 4-weekly dosing option performed equally well as the 
2-weekly dosing option with three-quarters of patients 
maintaining response until week 52 without any topical 
corticosteroids,” Prof. Weidinger concluded. Thus, stable 
achievement at consecutive timepoints of IGA 0/1 and mild 
or no itch symptoms over 4 weeks are positive predictors of 
maintained long-term response with a 4-week tralokinumab 
dosing interval.

1. Weidinger S. Predictors of maintained response with tralokinumab every four 
weeks dosing in adults with moderate-to-severe atopic dermatitis. D3T01.2C, 
EADV Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

Damaged skin as a possible transmission route 
for SARS-CoV-2
A French research group identified 3 key receptors for 
SARS-CoV-2 in several skin models. Moreover, they were 

able to modulate these receptors, indicating the possibility 
to develop a topical to protect virus transmission in 
patients with a compromised skin barrier.

Recommended hygiene procedures to prevent the spread 
of SARS-CoV-2 include repeated handwashing and frequent 
use of hand sanitisers. Both can disrupt skin barrier integrity 
leading to damaged skin that may contribute to an increased 
viral transmission. To assess whether damaged skin could 
represent a potential gateway for SARS-CoV-2, Dr Hanan 
Osman-Ponchet (PKDERM, Antibes, France) and her team 
measured the expression levels of SARS-CoV-2 receptors 
in different human in vitro skin models (i.e. fibroblast and 
keratinocyte cultures, 3D-skin model, and skin explants), and 
evaluated the effect of dexamethasone on mRNA expression 
level of SARS-CoV-2 receptors in these models [1]. “The 
ultimate goal was to choose the most suitable skin model for 
the further investigation of a possible skin transmission of 
SARS-CoV-2,“ Dr Osman-Ponchet explained.

The results showed that angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 
(ACE2) and transmembrane serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2) 
receptors, both important receptors of SARS-CoV-2, are 
well expressed in skin models, especially in 3D-skin models 
and skin explants. The level of expression is lower than in a 
commonly used lung model. Moreover, the expression level 
of the receptor neuropilin-1 (NRP-1) was similar in skin and 
lung models. In contrast to lung models, androgen receptor 
was well expressed in skin models (both in fibroblast cultures 
and skin explant).

In a second step, the researchers assessed the effect 
of dexamethasone treatment on the skin models. When 
keratinocytes were treated with dexamethasone, both 
IL-8 production in lipopolysaccharides and expression of 
ACE2 was markedly reduced, an effect that could also be 
demonstrated in the 3D-skin model. “These results show us 
that IL-8 and ACE2 expression in skin can be modulated,” Dr 
Osman-Ponchet said. The fact that SARS-CoV-2 key receptors 
are expressed in the skin indicates that skin might represent 
a potential entry route, especially when it is damaged. 

1. Osman-Ponchet H. Is compromised skin a potential transmission route for SARS-
CoV-2? D3T01.2D, EADV Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.
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Atopic Dermatitis: State of the Art
Upadacitinib beats dupilumab in different body 
regions
Analysing the Heads Up outcomes according to 
improvement in Eczema Area and Severity Index (EASI) 
in 4 body regions confirmed the overall superiority of 
upadacitinib over dupilumab in atopic dermatitis (AD). 
The results were most significant in the achievement 
rates of clear or almost clear skin.

The multicentre, phase 3b Heads Up study (NCT03738397) 
directly compared treatment efficacy and safety of 
upadacitinib to dupilumab in moderate-to-severe AD [1]. 
The results were clearly in favour of upadacitinib in the 
primary and secondary endpoints. To further evaluate 
these outcomes, Prof. Jacob Thyssen (Bispebjerg Hospital, 
Denmark) and colleagues assessed the treatment responses 
of EASI reduction in the Heads Up trial over 24 weeks in 
the 4 different anatomical regions that form part of the 
assessment within this score: head and neck, trunk, upper 
limbs, and lower limbs [2]. Nearly half of the 692 Heads Up 
participants were women, and the mean age was 36.6 years. 
Overall baseline characteristics were considered balanced 
between the 2 study arms [1]. 

The rates of participants achieving EASI 100, 90, and 75 in the 
head-and-neck region showed interesting results [2]. “What 
you can see is a very, very fast onset of action in particular 
for upadacitinib. After just 1 to 2 weeks there is a significant 
difference compared with dupilumab,” commented Prof. 
Thyssen. At week 24, a proportion of 36.0% on upadacitinib 
achieved EASI 100 compared with 28.5% receiving dupilumab 
(P<0.05). Furthermore, the rate of those reaching EASI 90 
on upadacitinib was significantly superior to dupilumab 
(47.0% vs 38.1%; P<0.05). Although upadacitinib also led to 
significantly greater rates of EASI 75 until week 20, at week 24 
the difference between the 2 groups seized to be significantly 
different. Outcomes for the trunk region followed a similar 
pattern. 

“Upadacitinib is more potent than dupilumab when we go 
for the very ambitious scores, i.e. EASI 100 and EASI 90, 
whereas for EASI 75 we see a very dramatic difference in the 
beginning, and then it seems to level out a bit after 24 weeks 

of observation,” was Prof. Thyssen’s evaluation of the results. 
Efficacy parameters of the same magnitudes were observed 
in the regions of the upper and lower limbs. For example, 
EASI 100 rates in the upper limb region were 38.8% in the 
upadacitinib group versus 25.9% in the dupilumab group, 
respectively (P<0.001). In the lower limbs, these percentages 
for EASI 100 were 47.7% on upadacitinib and 36.1% on 
dupilumab (P<0.01).

Prof. Thyssen stated that both drugs were generally safe 
and well-tolerated and that the results were very much 
comparable with the safety reports from previous trials. 

“Deeper responses with stringent clearance measures 
such as EASI 90 or EASI 100 are indeed attainable and 
are clinically meaningful,” Prof. Thyssen highlighted. His 
summary stressed that greater proportions of patients with 
moderate-to-severe AD treated with upadacitinib compared 
with dupilumab achieved improvements in skin clearance, 
with differences seen in EASI 100 by week 4 and EASI 90 by 
week 2, both sustained until week 24, as well as EASI 75 by 
week 1, sustained through week 16.

1. Blauvelt A, et al. JAMA Dermatol. 2021;157(9):1047–1055. 
2. Thyssen JP. Efficacy and safety of upadacitinib vs dupilumab treatment for 

moderate to severe atopic dermatitis in four body regions - Analysis from the heads 
up study. FC01.03, EADV Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

Efficacious 2-year AD control with IL-13 
inhibitor tralokinumab
Tralokinumab resulted in Eczema Area and Severity 
Index (EASI) improvements greater than 90% over 2 
years of treatment in patients with moderate-to-severe 
atopic dermatitis (AD) in the open-label ECZTEND trial. 
It also led to a substantial amelioration of itch and sleep 
impairment.

The open-label extension ECZTEND trial (NCT03587805) 
investigated the 2-year efficacy and safety of the anti-IL-13 
antibody tralokinumab. Prof. Andrew Blauvelt (Oregon Medical 
Research Center, OR, USA) presented an interim analysis 
that included all 345 participants with moderate-to-severe 
AD who completed 52 weeks on the parent tralokinumab 
monotherapy trials ECZTRA 1 and 2 (NCT03131648 and 
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NCT03160885) and ≥60 weeks in ECZTEND until the end of 
April 2020 [1].

The 3 different cohorts in the study consisted of (1) those 
on continuous treatment who were off tralokinumab for 
≤5 weeks between the parent trials (continuous), (2) those 
with a 6–15 weeks pause of tralokinumab (intermittent), 
and (3) those with >15 weeks off the drug (washout). The 
baseline characteristics included a median age of 42 years 
and 51.2% of women. As the participants had previously 
been on treatment in ECZTRA 1 and 2, the median baseline 
EASI scores were relatively low with 2.8 (continuous), 5.8 
(intermittent), and 7.6 (washout).

Over 2 years of therapy with tralokinumab, most study 
participants achieved median EASI improvements in 
over 90%: 92.7% in the continuous group, 91.7% in the 
intermittent group, and 92.7% in the washout group (see 
Figure). Regarding worst weekly pruritus on a numeric 
rating scale (NRS), continuous treatment led to a median 
score around 3 (i.e. mild) at the study end. Likewise, median 
worst eczema-related sleep disturbance was also reduced 
to a mild degree.
 
In the 2-year overall cohort, serious adverse events occurred 
in 4.9% of the participants, with 2% discontinuing due to 

adverse events. Viral upper respiratory tract infections were 
most common.

“Over 2 years, tralokinumab provided long-term control of 
the extent and severity of AD as well as improved itch and 
reduced sleep interference,” concluded Prof. Blauvelt.

1. Blauvelt A. Two-year maintenance of response with tralokinumab in moderate-to-
severe atopic dermatitis: Interim analysis of the ECZTEND open-label extension 
trial. FC01.04, EADV Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

Ruxolitinib cream: a safe treatment for elderly 
AD patients
The efficacy assessment of ruxolitinib 1.5% cream in 
elderly patients with atopic dermatitis (AD) discovered 
an Investigator’s Global Assessment (IGA) treatment 
success rate of 60.5% after 8 weeks. This subanalysis of 
2 phase 3 trials also revealed substantial improvements 
in itch and sleep. 

Janus kinases (JAK) modulate type 2 cytokines involved in 
the pathogenesis of AD, and ruxolitinib selectively inhibits 
JAK1 and JAK2 [1]. The results of the phase 3 trials TRuE-
AD1 (NCT03745638) and TRuE-AD2 (NCT03745651) 
demonstrated sustained action of ruxolitinib cream on 
inflammation and itch in AD compared with a vehicle, with 
a good safety profile. The studies tested ruxolitinib 0.75% 

Figure: Median EASI with tralokinumab in parent trials and ECZTEND over 2 years of tralokinumab treatment [1]
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and 1.5% cream versus vehicle with the primary endpoint of 
treatment success in the IGA defined as a score 0/1 with at 
least 2 grades of improvement from baseline.

“Published literature describing patients with AD aged 65 
years and older is limited,” said Prof. Jacek Szepietowksi 
(Wroclaw Medical University, Poland) [2]. Thus, Prof. 
Szepietowksi and colleagues assessed the efficacy and 
safety of the topical JAK1/JAK2 inhibitor ruxolitinib in this 
population at week 8 with pooled data of the ≥65-year-old 
patients from TRuE-AD1 and TruE-AD2 [2].

Among the 1,249 original participants (aged 12–85 years), 
115 (9.2%) were included in the presented analysis. The 
median age of this older cohort was 70 years and 55.7% were 
women. The clinical characteristics showed a mean baseline 
Eczema Area and Severity Index (EASI) score of 7.7 and IGA 
of 3 (i.e. moderate) in 73% of participants. Prof. Szepietowksi 
added that “70% of patients had an itch numeric rating scale 
(NRS) score of at least 4 and the median duration of AD was 
20 years, indicating long-standing disease.”

The primary endpoint of IGA 0/1 was achieved by 60.5% 
in the 1.5% ruxolitinib cream arm, which was significantly 
more than the 15.4% receiving vehicle (P<0.001). The 0.75% 
regimen led to IGA 0/1 in 32% of patients. Also, the 8-week 
results for EASI 50, 75, and 90 reflected time-dependent and 
dose-dependent ameliorations. EASI 50 was reached by 64% 
(0.75% dosage) and 84.2% (1.5% dosage) versus 38.5% on 
placebo. The corresponding outcomes for EASI 75 were 
44.0% and 73.7% versus 15.4%, respectively. EASI 90 was 
seen in 26% and 50% of the respective active treatment arms 
versus 3.8% on the vehicle.

Among the key secondary endpoints were differences in itch 
NRS score and Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement 
Information System (PROMIS) sleep disturbance. Depending 
on the cream concentration, a proportion of 53.8% (1.5% 
cream) and 36.1% (0.75% cream) had a ≥4-point score 
reduction in itch NRS compared with 17.6% in the placebo 
group. As for a decrease in sleep disturbance, about a third 
in the higher-dosed arm experienced a ≥6-point decrease in 
their PROMIS score.

Prof. Szepietowksi pointed out that in terms of safety, 
ruxolitinib cream only led to a low rate of application site 
reactions and no safety findings of systemic JAK inhibition. 
He furthermore stressed that no serious treatment-emergent 

adverse events were observed. “These results demonstrate 
the potential of ruxolitinib cream as an effective and well-
tolerated topical treatment for patients with AD aged 65 
years and older,” Prof. Szepietowksi concluded.

1. Papp K, et al. J Am Acad Dermatol. 2021 Oct;85(4):863-872.
2. Szepietowski JC. Efficacy and safety of ruxolitinib cream among patients aged ≥65 

years with atopic dermatitis: pooled results from two phase 3 studies. FC01.01, 
EADV Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

Novel and upcoming targeted AD treatment
“The therapeutic drought is finally coming to an end in 
atopic dermatitis (AD),” Prof. Emma Guttman-Yassky 
(Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, NY, USA) 
announced. The armamentarium of therapeutic agents 
to treat AD is rapidly expanding. Currently being 
investigated are not only different agents, such as 
lebrikizumab and nemolizumab, but entirely new targets, 
such as OX40.

The recent development of novel and upcoming AD 
treatments has been made possible by new insights into the 
pathogenesis, leading to a paradigm shift. Prof. Guttman 
Yassky pointed out that perpetuators of the disease towards 
chronic AD are immune abnormalities that already start to 
increase at a non-lesional stage in acute disease and occur 
even more so in chronic AD [1]. Furthermore, it has to be taken 
into account that there might be various subphenotypes in 
AD, which e.g. exhibit different immune polarisations. So, 
although all types of AD include Th2 activation, specific 
pathways may play a role in the development of medications 
for subphenotypes.

Dupilumab, which has been in use for some years now, 
has demonstrated an effect on barrier dysfunction as well 
as inflammation. “Studies showed that IL-4 and IL-13 are 
pathogenic cytokines in AD, cementing the disease as being 
reversible and immune-driven, exactly like psoriasis,” Prof. 
Guttman-Yassky explained. Presently, dupilumab is approved 
for both adults and children in the USA and Europe, among 
others. 

Instead of dual inhibition of IL-4 and IL-13, studies have 
been investigating whether solely targeting IL-13 would be 
efficacious, for example with tralokinumab and lebrekizumab. 
In the phase 3 ECZTRA 3 trial (NCT03363854), tralokinumab 
demonstrated significant superiority over placebo in 
Eczema Area and Severity Index (EASI) 75 and Investigator 
Global Assessment (IGA) 0/1 with an overall good safety 
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profile [2]. A phase 2 study on monotherapy lebrekizumab 
in various regimens revealed dose-dependent efficacy with 
a good safety profile as well [3]. “The results are definitely 
in the ballpark of dupilumab, perhaps even slightly higher,” 
commented Prof Guttman-Yassky on lebrekizumab.

The IL-31 receptor inhibitor nemolizumab was also evaluated 
for AD in several trials. In phase 2b (NCT03100344), the agent 
showed significant but rather modest efficacy versus placebo 
(both in combination with topical steroids), but a substantial 
reduction of the pruritus [1,4]. In the safety evaluation, asthma 
exacerbations and peripheral oedema were observed, which 
will likely be further assessed in future trials.

Promising news is coming from a novel target for AD 
treatment: OX40. “OX40 is important in type 2 immunity 
but also important for T-regulatory cells,” emphasised 
Prof. Guttman-Yassky. As results from phase 1 were very 
encouraging for the anti-OX40 antibody KHK4083, the drug 
was taken forward and she presented the results of the 
successful phase 2 results in a separate lecture (see ‘Long-
term disease control in AD could be in reach with anti-OX40 
antibody KHK4083’ in the Late-Breaking News chapter).

The IL-1-alpha antagonist bermekimab will be assessed in 
larger studies against placebo, after an open-label, phase 2 
pilot trial (NCT03512275) showed marked reductions in EASI 
75 as well as IGA improvements [5].

“I mentioned that AD is heterogeneous, and in some 
patients, it is beneficial to target more than 1 cytokine axis 
as is achieved by Janus kinases, particularly JAK1 inhibitors, 
which target multiple cytokines that are important in AD, such 
as IL-13, IL-22, IL-31 and so on,“ Prof. Guttman-Yassky further 
elaborated (see Table) [1,6]. In the phase 3 Measure Up 1 and 
2 trials (NCT03569293 and NCT03607422), monotherapy 
with JAK1 inhibitor upadacitinib achieved EASI 75 in 79.7% 
and 72.9% (both 30 mg) as well as 69.6% and 60.1% of 
participants (both 15 mg), respectively [7]. In terms of safety 
data for upadacitinib, Prof. Guttman-Yassky pointed out that 
its profile in AD is much cleaner than in other indications such 

as rheumatoid arthritis and psoriasis, but long-term data and 
larger studies are still needed.

Table: JAK inhibitors targeting key cytokines in atopic dermatitis [1,6]

Cytokynes JAK1 JAK2

2

JAK3 TYK2

T2IL-23

2 T2IL-12

1 T2IL-13

1 2 T2IL-22

1 2 T2IL-20

1 2IL-5

1 2IFN-γ

1 3IL-21

1 2TSLP

1 3IL-4

1 2 T2IL-31

IFN-γ,	interferon	gamma;	IL,	interleukin;	JAK,	Januse	kinase;	TSLP,	thymic	stromal	lymphopoietin;		 
TYK, tyrosine kinase.

Lastly, the selective sphingosine-1-phospate receptor 
modulator etrasimod has advanced to phase 2 testing for AD. 
After 12 weeks, 29.8% of participants (n=140) in the ADVISE 
trial (NCT04162769) on etrasimod 2 mg achieved a validated 
IGA 0/1 and ≥2-point reduction from baseline, and additional 
studies with etrasimod are planned [8].

“I think we see that AD is now on a very exciting medical and 
scientific path,” stated Prof. Guttman-Yassky. “I believe that in 
the next few years we will have many more options to treat 
our patients with AD,” she concluded.

1. Guttman-Yassky E. New targeted therapies in atopic dermatitis. D3T01.4D, EADV 
Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

2. Silverberg JI, et al. Br J Dermatol. 2021;184(3):450–463.
3. Guttman-Yassky E, et al. JAMA Dermatol. 2020;156(4):411–420.
4. Silverberg JI, et al. J Allergy Clin Immunol. 2020;145(1):173–182.
5. Gottlieb AB, et al. J Invest Dermatol. 2020 Aug;140(8):1538–1545.e2. 
6. Gadina M, et al. Rheumatology (Oxford). 2019;58 (Suppl1):i4–i16.
7. Guttman-Yassky E, et al. Lancet. 2021;397(10290):2151–2168.
8. Guttman-Yassky E, et al. S033, AAD VMX 2021, 23–25 April.
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Psoriasis:	What’s	New?
Grand debate: Is psoriasis a systemic or skin-
only disease?
The first of the controversy sessions dealt with the 
question whether psoriasis is a skin-only disease or a 
systemic inflammatory disease. The 2 discussants, Prof. 
Brian Kirby (St. Vincent´s University Hospital, Ireland) 
and Prof. Stefano Piaserico (University of Padua, Italy) 
agreed that psoriasis has to be seen as a systemic 
inflammatory disease.

Prof. Kirby, who supported the view that psoriasis is in 
most cases a skin-only disease, reminded his audience that 
psoriasis is characterised by marked epidermal hyperplasia 
with a rapid transition between basal cell layer and stratum 
corneum and absence of stratum granulosum [1]. The 
epidermis turns over 7–8 times more rapid than normal 
with a loss of differentiation. This causes the development 
of scales and a significant amount of inflammation in 
plaques, which makes the skin red, itchy, and sore. “For many 
centuries, we thought keratinocytes were the main problem; 
we now know that the immune system is the main problem,” 
Prof. Kirby said. Antigen presentation is the key event in the 
development and maintenance of plaques in psoriasis, but 
activation of dendritic cells is the event that causes all of 
the subsequent inflammation and epidermal hyperplasia. 
Crosstalk between epithelial cells and immune cells shapes 
and maintains the inflammatory milieu [2]. “The key event 
happens in the skin; this is a skin disease; this is where the 
inflammation starts,” Prof. Kirby argued.

Genetic studies have shown that most of the genes related 
to psoriasis are to do with immune dysregulation, antigen 
presentation, and skin barrier function. “All of this immunology 
is skin focused, and the vast majority of the inflammation 
occurs in the skin. What we see in the systemic circulation 
leaks from the skin, but the skin is the primary event,” Prof 
Kirby said.

Another argument in favour of seeing psoriasis as a skin-only 
disease is the fact that skin-directed therapies are effective, 
even in severe disease. A recently published study showed 
that 41% of the participants treated with UVB phototherapy 
applied 3 times weekly for 6 weeks achieved a Psoriasis Area 

and Severity Index (PASI) 90 response, and 81% achieved a 
PASI 75 response [3]. “Local therapies can induce remission 
and are effective. The reason we do not use these anymore 
is time expense and inconvenience,” Prof. Kirby said. From 
epidemiology studies is known that only 20% of patients 
with psoriasis have moderate-to-severe disease. “80% of our 
patients have mild-to-moderate disease and the evidence 
that they have systemic disease is marginal,” Prof. Kirby said. 

Studies that looked at the comorbidities of psoriatic patients 
have shown that they are over-represented in patients with 
moderate-to-severe disease [4]. Prof. Kirby emphasised that 
these associations have not been so clear cut in a mild-to-
moderate psoriasis population. He reminded the audience 
that cardiovascular disease may be a consequence of 
inflammation leaking from the skin, but may also be the 
consequence of obesity, metabolic syndrome, and smoking, 
which are not directly related to psoriasis. “Comorbidities are 
over-represented in the severe psoriasis population, but not 
part of the main disease. Therefore, psoriasis is mainly a skin 
disease,” Prof. Kirby concluded.

Psoriatic plaque is only the tip of the iceberg
“A systemic disease is by definition one that affects a number 
of organs and tissues, or affects the body as a whole,” was 
the counterargument presented by Prof. Piaserico [5]. But 
how can psoriasis affect distant organs? “The main link 
could be systemic inflammation derived from skin to the 
bloodstream and to other organs,” Prof. Piaserico said. The 
psoriatic plaque is only the tip of the iceberg, with a systemic 
inflammatory burden under the waterline that leads to 
comorbidities, especially cardiovascular comorbidities. 

A transcriptome study revealed that genes isolated from 
lesional skin are linked to functional pathways associated 
with metabolic diseases/diabetes and to cardiovascular risk 
pathways, suggesting a potential linkage between altered gene 
transcription in the skin and cardiovascular comorbidities [6]. 
“We know since at least 15 years that there is an increased 
risk of myocardial infarction in patients with severe psoriasis. 
Cardiologists both in Europe and the United States list 
psoriasis as an independent risk factor for cardiovascular 
disease in their guidelines,” Prof. Piaserico said. 
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Atherosclerosis is also an inflammatory disease, where both 
big vessels and microvascular tissue are affected. A high 
prevalence of coronary microvascular dysfunction could 
be detected in young patients with severe psoriasis [7]. In a 
study performed by Prof. Piaserico’s group, microvascular 
dysfunction was present in 15% of psoriasis patients 
and clearly associated with baseline PASI and higher 
concentrations of C-reactive protein and TNF-alpha [8]. 
“Severe disease clearly means a higher burden of systemic 
inflammation,” Prof. Piaserico said. Another cardiovascular 
entity that showed an association with systemic inflammation 
is heart failure with preserved ejection fraction. 

“Psoriasis is a disease able to cause these events,” Prof. 
Piaserico concluded. Thus, psoriasis fulfils the diagnostic 
criteria of a systemic disease. “Prof. Kirby is right that we 
should better control conventional risk factors in future 
studies, but we still have the evidence that if you can control 
skin inflammation and eventually systemic inflammation, it 
may have a major effect no matter what other cardiovascular 
risk factors are present,” Prof. Piaserico concluded. Prof. 
Kirby concluded that he shares this view, thus demonstrating 
that there is no real controversy between the 2 discussants 
when it comes to severe disease. 

1. Kirby B. Psoriasis is a skin-only disease. D1T10.1F, EADV Congress 2021, 29 Sept–
2 Oct.

2. Nestle FO, et al. N Engl J Med 2009;361:496–509.
3. Watson N, et al. J Eur Acad Dermatol Venereol. 2021;Jul 13. DOI:10.1111/jdv.17519.
4. Griffiths CE, Barker JN. Lancet. 2007;370:263–271.
5. Piaserico S. Psoriasis is a systemic disease. D1T10.1G, EADV Congress 2021, 29 

Sept–2 Oct.
6. Suárez-Fariñas M, et al. J Invest Dermatol. 2012;132:2252–2264.
7. Osto E, et al. Atherosclerosis. 2012;221:113–117.
8. Piaserico S, et al. Atherosclerosis. 2019;289:57–63.

Treating psoriasis during pregnancies
As psoriasis has a bimodal age of onset with a first peak 
between the age of 15 and 39, women of reproductive 
age account for a substantial group in psoriatic patients. 
Treatment choices for women of childbearing age should 
take planned and unplanned conception into account. 

“During pregnancy, psoriasis in almost half or more of the 
patients improves, but in 24% we get a worsening of the 
disease and in 21% the disease remains stable,” said Prof. 
Mahira Hamdy El Sayed (Ain Shams University, Egypt) [1]. 
Results of various studies have demonstrated that being 
pregnant and having psoriasis included increased risks for 
pregnancy hypertension, premature rupture of membranes, 
low birth weight, large-for-gestational-age infants, and (pre-)
eclampsia [2,3]. “We need more studies, but there is a growing 

body of evidence that pregnancies in women with psoriasis 
need special monitoring,” Prof. El Sayed indicated. Hormone 
changes during pregnancy may also induce pustular 
psoriasis, especially in the last trimester, and collaboration is 
advised should it occur between dermatologist, obstetrician, 
and neonatologist [1]. 

Options for topical treatment during pregnancy consist of 
(low potency) steroids, calcineurin inhibitors and emollients, 
while anthralin and retinoids are contraindicated for 
pregnancies. In terms of phototherapy, broadband and 
narrowband is considered safe, but psoralen plus UVA 
treatment is contraindicated. If systemic therapy is needed, 
cyclosporine and TNF-alpha inhibition are possible choices 
[4]. Certolizumab pegol is approved by the FDA for use during 
pregnancies and seems to be the safest among TNF blockers 
in this situation [5]. “It has a unique structure without the 
FC portion, so it does not cross the placental barrier and 
research did not find any harm that can come to the foetus,” 
Prof. El Sayed advised.

1. El Sayed MH. Treating women with psoriasis. SS03.01, EADV Congress 2021, 29 
Sept–2 Oct.

2. Gottlieb AB, et al. Int J Womens Dermatol. 2019;5(3):141–150.
3. Lambe M, et al. J Am Acad Dermatol. 2020 May;82(5):1109–1116.
4. Puchner A, et al. Wien Klin Wochenschr. 2019;131(1–2):29–44.
5. Tirelli LL, et al. Dermatol Ther. 2019;32(6):e13137.

A patient-related approach to freedom of 
disease
Psoriasis has a major impact on mental health, social 
activities, and quality of life. In a modified Delphi 
consensus process, experts aimed to define ‘freedom of 
disease.’ This consensus was the first time that patients 
were involved in every step. 

The effect of psoriasis on well-being and health-related quality 
of life is often underestimated and may not be captured with 
current outcome measures [1]. “Why do we need a Delphi 
consensus on freedom from disease in psoriasis? Because 
an individual with psoriasis may have different criteria for 
judging their treatment success,” specialist nurse in psoriasis 
and PhD student Ms Elfie Deprez (Ghent University Hospital, 
Belgium) explained [2,3]. 

The modified Delphi consensus process entails a systematic 
progression of repeated rounds of voting. It is an effective 
process for determining expert group consensus where there 
is little evidence. There were 2 multidisciplinary groups: a 
facilitating consensus panel with 15 members consisting of 
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6 people with psoriasis, 3 nurses, and 6 physicians to drive 
the consent, and a voting group. More than 70% of the voting 
group were psoriasis patients (n=129), the remaining 30% 
were healthcare professionals (HCPs). Ms Deprez presented 
the preliminary outcomes of the consensus.

After the first meeting, 5 core domains were identified by the 
consensus panel for further discussion: symptom control, 
beyond skin, well-being, treatment burden, and quality of care. 
Subsequent workshops refined these themes and identified 5 
domains central to the concept of freedom of disease: 
 1. management of clinical symptoms, 
 2. psychosocial elements, 
 3. quality of life and well-being, 
 4. treatment, and 
 5. healthcare team support. 
“For patients, it is important to have full access to and 
understanding of available treatments. Building a long-term 
relationship with patients seems to be a very high priority for 
HCPs,” Ms Deprez commented on the results. 

HCP and patients were generally very well aligned. HCPs 
rated psychosocial elements generally higher except for 
one: “I have hope for my future.” “This is the only one that is 
underestimated by HCPs,” Ms Deprez said. In addition, HCPs 
are more likely to rate healthcare team support as a higher 
priority compared with patients. 

“It is really important to give people with psoriasis such an 
important and loud voice. Our study was the first time that 
patients were involved in every step and I am sure this will 
help us to define better treatment targets for our patients in 
the future,” Ms Deprez concluded.

1. Abrouk M, et al. J Dermatol Treat. 2017;28:488-91
2. Deprez E. Defining 'Freedom from disease' in plaque psoriasis: Preliminary outputs 

using delphi methodology, involving nurses, physicians, and people with psoriasis. 
FC08.01, EADV Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

3. Gottlieb AB, Armstrong AW. J Rheumatol. 2013:40:1428-33.

Ixekizumab superior to secukinumab in real-
world study
In a small, real-world study, ixekizumab demonstrated 
superiority over secukinumab over a follow-up period of 
48 weeks. Ixekizumab also showed a more rapid onset 
of action.

Dr Caterina Cariti (University of Turin, Italy) pointed out 
that psoriasis is the most prevalent immune-mediated 

inflammatory skin disease [1]. Evidence from studies 
comparing different biologics for psoriasis in daily practice 
has been lacking. This was the rationale for Dr Cariti and her 
team to perform a study in a real practice setting, in which 
they compared the short-term and long-term efficacy, safety, 
and drug survival of the IL-17A inhibitors secukinumab and 
ixekizumab in patients with psoriasis treated in a dermatology 
unit in Turin, Italy.

In this non-randomised, observational study, psoriasis 
patients were enrolled retrospectively from October 2016 
until April 2020 and followed until March 2021. Patient 
characteristics were typical for patients with moderate-to-
severe psoriasis. About a third of the 445 participants were 
obese and the most frequent comorbidity was hypertension 
affecting almost 50% of participants. About a quarter of the 
participants in each group had 1 prior biologic failure.

At week 12, 24, and 48, significantly more patients in the 
ixekizumab group achieved an improvement in the Psoriasis 
Area and Severity Index of 90% (PASI 90) or complete 
clearance of their lesions (PASI 100; see Figure). “Ixekizumab 
was also more effective regarding the percentage of patients 
with residual PASI <3 at week 12 and the efficacy was well 
maintained over time,” Dr Cariti said. Biologic-naïve patients 
responded even better to both biologics, but again ixekizumab 
was superior at all timepoints. A similar outcome was shown 
in overweight patients.

Figure: PASI 90 and PASI 100 response at weeks 12, 24, and 48. Modified 
from [1]
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Drug survival was similar in both groups: curves for ixekizumab 
and secukinumab were overlapping with a high retention 
rate for both. Of originally 445 participants, 441 (99%) were 
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treated until week 12, 423 (95%) until week 24, and 387 (87%) 
until the end of the follow-up at week 48; 312 patients (70%) 
are still treated with the biologics, 171 on secukinumab 
(67%) and 141 (75%) continue therapy with ixekizumab. “In 
total, 133 patients (33%) discontinued treatment during the 
whole follow-up period, 85 of them (64%) were treated with 
secukinumab, 48 (36%) with ixekizumab,” Dr Cariti said. With 
regards to adverse events, no differences were observed 
between the drugs.

The researchers are planning to assess the IL-17 receptor 
blocker brodalumab in a similar setting.

1. Cariti C. Comparison of secukinumab and ixekizumab in psoriasis: a real-life cohort 
study on efficacy and retention rate of 445 patients. FC08.03, EADV Congress 
2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

Nail psoriasis: An important target to be treated 
Nail psoriasis has a significant impact on patients’ 
quality of life. Topical options may result in improvement, 
but biologic agents have demonstrated greater success 
rates and are recommended for moderate-to-severe nail 
psoriasis. 

When addressing nail psoriasis, a first step is to distinguish 
the origin of the different nail changes as these can influence 
the choice of treatment [1]. One should recognise that 
onycholysis, hyperkeratosis, and discolouration emerge 
from the nail bed, whereas pitting originates from the 
nail matrix. Another important consideration is the link 
between nail psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis. “There is an 
anatomical association between the nail matrix and the distal 
interphalangeal joints, which means if there is inflammation 
in the joints, the nail matrix may be involved and vice versa,” 
Prof. Peter van de Kerkhof (Radboud University Medical 
Center, the Netherlands) pointed out. He further indicated 
that patients with nail psoriasis have a 3-fold risk to develop 
psoriatic arthritis and thus nail psoriasis might be seen as a 
biomarker for increased risk to develop psoriatic arthritis [1,2].

There are various topical treatment options for nail psoriasis 
that are likely more efficacious in nail bed changes than those 
stemming from the matrix. Calcipotriol, both as monotherapy 
and in combination with corticosteroids, has a long-
standing, large body of evidence with reports of around 50% 
improvement [3–6]. “There is 1 important aspect: you have to 
treat long term, you have to be patient and the patient has to 
be patient and consistent; otherwise topical treatments will 
be a disappointment,” emphasised Prof. van de Kerkhof.

Also, in non-biologic systemic therapy, long-term treatment is 
necessary. Agents that have shown efficacy in Nail Psoriasis 
Severity Index (NAPSI) score are acitretin, cyclosporine, 
and apremilast [7–9]. However, impressive changes in the 
treatment of nail psoriasis came with the advent of biologics. 
“Most convincing are the reports of the IL-17 treatment 
studies: at week 60, improvements of NAPSI of 80% has 
been reported with ixekizumab, and 63% improvement with 
secukinumab at week 32, which really is considerable,” Prof. 
van de Kerkhof said. With biologics, substantial improvement 
may be already seen after 8 weeks [10]. According to a 
network meta-analysis of biologics for nail psoriasis, the most 
effective agent is currently ixekizumab, followed by etanercept 
[11]. However, when comparison trials are performed for nail 
psoriasis, one has to bear in mind that there is heterogeneity 
in the outcome parameters as, for example, even the NAPSI 
score definition is not overall consistent [1,11,12].

Treatment for nail psoriasis should be individualised, taking 
into account the impact of the disease on the quality of life 
of the patient, while also assessing the objective severity 
[1]. Topicals may be a first step, classical systemics need 
especially long-term treatment and will not be effective for all 
patients, and biologics have the greatest efficacy. “My choice 
is etanercept in case of more moderate nail psoriasis, in 
more severe nail psoriasis I would opt for ixekizumab,” Prof. 
van de Kerkhof added. 

“Regard nail psoriasis as an important aspect of psoriasis, 
because serious nail psoriasis makes that the patient requires 
an effective treatment,” he encouraged dermatologists in his 
conclusion.
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Existing and upcoming small molecules in 
psoriasis
Small molecules act on intracellular signalling pathways; 
thus, indirectly acting on key proinflammatory cytokines 
in psoriasis. They are less specific than biologics but 
have the advantage of oral or topical administration. 
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Roflumilast, deucravacitinib, and tapinarof have shown 
promising data in phase 2 and phase 3 trials.

Dr Enikö Sonkoly (Karolinska University Hospital, Sweden) 
pointed out that the immunological changes and gene 
expression alterations behind the pathogenesis of psoriasis 
have been identified through extensive laboratory experiments 
and clinical drug trials [1]. IL-23 and IL-17 are thought to 
play a central role in initiating a keratinocyte response and 
maintaining the inflammatory process.

Conventional treatment options for psoriasis are limited and 
include corticosteroids and vitamin D analogues. Currently 
on the rise are new and targeted treatments such as biologics 
and small molecules. A fundamental difference between the 
two is that biologics target single cytokines like TNF, IL-17, 
and IL-23 and their receptors in the intercellular signalling 
pathways, while small molecules target intracellular 
signalling pathways that contribute to the pathogenesis of 
psoriasis (see Table). 

Small molecules are synthesised chemically and thus 
cheaper. Also, they are less cell-specific compared with 

biologics, and due to their low molecular weight, they can be 
administered orally and topically. A few small molecules, such 
as apremilast, have already been approved for the treatment 
of psoriasis, and several others are currently undergoing 
clinical trials (see Table).

Apremilast is an oral PDE4 inhibitor, which acts on the 
PDE4/cAMP pathway and decreases proinflammatory 
cytokines while increasing anti-inflammatory cytokines. It 
has been approved for psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis and 
has demonstrated good efficacy, also in-difficult-to treat 
areas such as the scalp, nails, and palmoplantar area. “It 
is also suitable for patients with many comorbidities, such 
as malignancy,” Dr Sonkoly said. New phase 3 data also 
demonstrated apremilast’s efficacy in mild-to-moderate 
plaque psoriasis [2].

Roflumilast, a topical PDE4 inhibitor that has already 
completed phase 2b trials, is thought to have the same 
efficacy as high-potency topical steroids. It has shown an at 
least 2-point improvement from baseline in the intertriginous 
Investigator’s Global Assessment (IGA) score in 86% of 
patients, compared to 29% in controls. Due to the absence 

Table: Existing and upcoming small molecules in psoriasis [1]

Pathway Target Drug, company Administration Phase of clinical trial Approved indications

PDE4/cAMP

PDE4 apremilast (Otezia®, Celgene/
Amgen oral approved Pso; PsA, Behçet

PDE4 crisaborole (Eucrisa®,	Pfizer) topical Phase 2 completed AD	(US)

PDE4 roflumilast (Arcutis 
Biotherapeutics) topical Phase 2 completed none

JAK/STAT pathway

JAK1, JAK3 
(JAK2) tofacitinib (Xeljanz®,	Pfizer) oral Phase 3 completed, no ongoing trials PsA, RA

JAK1, JAK2 baricitinib (Olumiant®,	Eli	Lilly) oral Phase 2 completed, no ongoing trials AD, RA

JAK1, JAK2 ruxolitinib	(Jakafi®,	Incyte) topical Phase 2 completed myelofibrosis,	polycythemia	vera	 
(phase	3	in	AD)

TYK2 deucravacitinib (BMS-986165, 
BMS) oral Phase 3 ongoing none

TYK2 PF-06826647	(Pfizer) oral Phase 2 ongoing none

Retinoid orphan 
receptor gamma 
(RORg) inhibitors

RORgamma GSK-2981278	(GSK) topical Phase 1-2, discontinued none

RORgamma Vimirogant/VTP-43742	 
(Vitae	Pharmaceuticals) oral Phase 2 terminated (elevated liver 

enzymes) none

RORgamma ESR-114	(Escalier	Biosciences	
BV) topical	(gel) Phase 1/2 none

Aryl hydrocarbon 
receptor agonist AhR Tapinarof	(Dermavant	Sciences) topical Phase 3 ongoing none

IL-17/Act1 HSP90 RGRN-305	(Aarhus	Univ.	Hospital) oral Phase 1 ongoing none

Receptor-activated 
protein kinase 1 RIPK1 GSK29822772	(GSK) oral Phase 2a none

AD,	atopic	dermatitis;	cAMP,	cyclic	adenosine	monophosphate;	IL,	interleukin;	JAK,	Januse	kinase;	PDE4,	phosphodiesterase	4;	PsA,	psoriatic	arthritis;	Pso,	plaque	psoriasis;	RA,	rheumatoid	arthritis;	 
STAT, signal transducers and activators of transcription; TYK, tyrosine kinase
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of topical corticosteroids side effects, it could be a promising 
option to treat intertriginous psoriasis.

Dr Sonkoly also pointed out that of the many existing Janus 
kinase (JAK) inhibitors, only tyrosine kinase (TYK)2 inhibitors 
were further developed for the treatment of psoriasis due to 
the adverse events caused by JAK inhibitors. TYK2 receptors 
are important for IL-23 signalling. Deucravacitinib is an oral, 
small molecule TYK2 inhibitor that was recently assessed 
in the trials POETYK PSO-1 (NCT03624127) and PSO-2 
(NCT03611751) [3]. It showed superiority over apremilast 
and placebo across multiple efficacy endpoints. A quick 
onset of action is another advantage of this agent.

Tapinarof is a topical, small molecule, aryl hydrocarbon 
receptor agonist that works by decreasing inflammatory 

cytokines and normalising the skin barrier. There are 
published phase 2b and 3 trials demonstrating its efficacy. 
Phase 2b trials showed an improvement in the Physician’s 
Global Assessment (PGA) response, change in PGA, and total 
target grading scores with the use of 0.5% or 1% tapinarof 
cream twice daily compared with vehicle once or twice 
daily for 12 weeks [4]. The recently published phase 3 trials 
PSOARING 1 and 2 (NCT03956355 and NCT03983980) 
revealed similar results [5].
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Spotlight on Alopecia Areata

JAK1/2: A promising novel treatment target in 
alopecia areata
In 2 randomised-controlled, phase 3 trials, therapy with 
the Janus kinase (JAK)1/2 inhibitor baricitinib led to 
remarkable hair regrowth in a third of patients at week 
36. The agent was well tolerated with mostly mild-to-
moderate treatment-emergent adverse events.

Alopecia areata (AA) frequently causes significant emotional 
and psychosocial distress. At present, there is no FDA-
approved treatment for AA. In AA, loss of hair follicle immune 
privilege leads to infiltration by CD8-positive natural killer 
cells that secrete interferon-γ, which signals through JAK1/2 
in the hair follicle epithelial cells [1]. This process is followed 
by hair follicle damage and hair loss.

Baricitinib is an oral, selective JAK1/2 inhibitor that has 
demonstrated superiority over placebo in hair regrowth in 
the phase 2 portion of the BRAVE-AA1 study (NCT03570749) 
[2]. Prof. Brett King (Yale University School of Medicine, CT, 
USA) presented the 36-week results of the phase 3 portion of 

BRAVE-AA1 and the phase 3 trial BRAVE-AA2 (NCT03899259), 
which were simultaneously published [3]. 

The participants (BRAVE-AA1, n=654 and BRAVE-AA2, n=546) 
were adults with severe or very severe AA (defined by Severity 
of Alopecia Tool [SALT] score 50–94 or 95–100, respectively). 
The SALT score is a weighted sum of the percentage of hair 
loss in the 4 quadrants of the scalp, ranging from 0 (i.e. no hair 
loss) to 100 (i.e. complete hair loss). “We chose an upper age 
of 60 in men to minimise effects of androgenetic alopecia,” 
Prof. King explained. The duration of AA was similar between 
treatment groups. The mean SALT score was 85 across the 
treatment groups, and 40% to 47% of the particpants had 
alopecia universalis. In both trials, patients with AA were 
randomised to placebo or baricitinib 2 mg or 4 mg once daily. 
The primary endpoint was the proportion of patients that 
achieved a SALT score ≤20 at week 36. 

In BRAVE-AA1, the primary endpoint was achieved by 
35.2% of participants on 4 mg baricitinib and 21.7% on 2 
mg baricitinib. The corresponding numbers in the BRAVE-
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AA2 trial were 32.5% and 17.3%, respectively (see Figure). 
Likewise, significant regrowth of brows and lashes were seen 
in the groups treated with low-dose baricitinib. 

Figure: Proportion of patients achieving SALT score ≤20 through week 36 
(primary study endpoint) 
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Baricitinib was well tolerated. No new safety findings were 
identified compared with the known safety profile. The 
number of treatment-emergent adverse events were mild to 
moderate in most cases and there was no death. Common 
adverse events in both trials included upper respiratory 
tract infections, nasopharyngitis, headaches, urinary tract 
infections, and elevated creatine phosphokinase. There was 
one major adverse cardiovascular event in the baricitinib 
2 mg group in a patient with multiple cardiovascular risk 
factors. Of note, no venous thromboembolic events were 
reported in either study. 

Prof. King concluded that longer periods of observation are 
required to evaluate the long-term clinical response and safety.

1. Islam N, et al. Autoimmun Rev. 2015;14:81–89.
2. King B, et al. J Am Acad Dermatol Venereol. 2021;85:847–53.
3. King B. Efficacy and safety of baricitinib in adults with alopecia areata: Phase 3 

results from two randomized controlled trials (BRAVE-AA1 and BRAVE-AA2). 
FC02.05, EADV Congress 2021, 29 Sept–2 Oct.

Alopecia areata: Encouraging response rates 
with JAK3/TEC inhibition 
Ritlecitinib at various dosages led to improvements in 
the Severity of Alopecia Tool (SALT) scores of patients 
with alopecia areata (AA) in the phase 2b/3 ALLEGRO 
trial. Over 48 weeks, the Janus kinase (JAK)3/TEC 
inhibitor was well tolerated.

The JAK3/TEC inhibitor ritlecitinib was assessed as a therapy 
for AA in the phase 2b/3 ALLEGRO (NCT03732807) trial, after 
recently demonstrating efficacy in a phase 2a study [1,2]. The 
enrolled participants were aged ≥12 years and had a ≥50% 
loss of scalp hair [1]. The double-blind, randomised-controlled 

trial included 718 patients who were treated in various 
dose regimens of ritlecitinib or placebo over 24 weeks. The 
dosages ranged from 10 mg over 24 weeks to 200 mg as a 
loading dose for the initial 4 weeks followed by 50 mg daily 
(200/50 group). This was followed by an extension period of 
another 24 weeks with treatment continuation in the active 
drug groups and a switch to ritlecitinib for the placebo group 
participants. The primary endpoint was the rate of patients 
reaching a SALT score ≤20. Secondary endpoints included 
achievement of SALT ≤10 and the proportion of participants 
who moderately or greatly improved their Patient Global 
Impression of Clinical Status (PGI-C) score.

The mean age of the participants was 34 years with 13.8% to 
15.2% aged 12 to 17 years in the study arms. “The alopecia 
totalis and alopecia universalis groups were defined by a 
SALT score of 100 and, in the case of alopecia universalis, 
no eyebrows and no eyelashes, and this group comprised 
approximately 45% of participants across treatment arms,” 
Prof. Brett King (Yale University School of Medicine, CT, USA) 
commented on the baseline characteristics.

At week 24, the response rates for the primary endpoint were 
statistically significant for the 200/50 mg (31%), 200/30 
mg (22%), 50 mg (23%), and 30 mg (14%) dosing regimens 
versus placebo (2%) with a P<0.001 for all comparisons. 
SALT ≤10 was achieved by 22%, 13%, 14%, and 11% of the 
same ritlecitinib dosing groups, respectively (P<0.002 for all 
comparisons). Treatment responses continued to rise for 
both SALT ≤20 and SALT ≤10 until week 48. As for PGI-C, 
the proportion of patients that were moderately or greatly 
improved ranged from 42% to 53% in the same groups 
(P<0.001 vs placebo).

The participants experienced adverse events at a rate of 
71% on placebo and 69.4–75.4% in the ritlecitinib arms. 
Most common were headaches, nasopharyngitis, and upper 
respiratory infections, mostly mild to moderate. Severe 
adverse events occurred in 10 patients until week 24 and 14 
patients up to week 48.

“In conclusion, ritlecitinib doses of 50 mg and 30 mg once 
daily with or without loading doses of 200 mg over 4 weeks 
were efficacious and generally well tolerated over 48 weeks 
in patients with AA,” concluded Prof. King.
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